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1
The Honorable Richard A. Jones
2
3
4
5
6

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON
AT SEATTLE

7
8
9
10
11

STATE OF WASHINGTON, CITIZENS
OF THE EBEY’S RESERVE FOR A
HEALTHY, SAFE AND PEACEFUL
ENVIRONMENT; and
PAULA SPINA,

DECLARATION OF
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

12

Plaintiffs,

13

v.

14

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
THE NAVY, et al.,

15
16

NO. 2:19-cv-01059-RAJ

Defendants.

17
18
19

Pursuant to 28 USC § 1746, and under penalty of perjury, I,

Lt.

Colonel, USAF Ret., declare as follows:

20
1.

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify in this matter. The information in

21
22
23

this declaration is based on my personal knowledge.
2.

My military service included duty as a Nuclear Weapons Courier Officer, Squadron

24

Commander at Bien Hoa, AB, Republic of Vietnam, and at George Air Force Base, California. I

25

served as a staff officer at 17 AF HQ Ramstein AB Germany, North American Air Defense

26

Command HQ, the Air Force Civil Engineering Center, and the Pentagon.
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2
3

3.

I also have extensive flying experience as a private pilot. I have Single Engine Land,

Single Engine Sea, and Instrument ratings. I flew search and rescue missions in Alaska with the
Civil Air Patrol from 1990 through 1993. I flew T-34 Mentor and other aircraft at the Whidbey

4
Island Naval Air Station Flying Club after moving here. I have flown over the Coupeville OLF
5
6
7

many times, including at night.
4.

I commend Captain Arny and Vice Admiral Miller on their long and distinguished

8

careers in defense of the nation; their expertise in naval aviation has borne great service to the

9

country.

10
11

5.

However, I do not agree with several of their conclusions that conducting 23,700

FCLPs above a densely populated historic area, including a National Historic Reserve, is either

12
appropriate or necessary to the national defense.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6.

In some cases, the training environment at OLF Coupeville provides our aircrews a

substandard training environment that does not support the ‘train like we fight’ doctrine.
7.

In paragraph 8, Captain Arny states “the darkness around the OLF trains aircrews

to rely on proper techniques and not visual landmarks.” In paragraph 9, he continues: “Second the
surrounding rural landscape is relatively dark at night, mimicking the complete darkness often
found at sea. At night, a carrier aircrew must locate the aircraft carrier in complete darkness and

20
21
22

then perform the landing with the aid of signal lights shining from the aircraft carrier that guide the
aircraft onto the correct flightpath. A dark location is critical to performing this training because

23

light pollution or urban lighting detracts from the vital information the aircrew must learn to receive

24

from the aircraft carrier signal lights. Furthermore, excessive urban lighting encourages pilots to

25

rely on visible lighted landmarks such as gas stations or shopping malls to locate the correct

26
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1

approach to the landing field. … In other words, excessive urban lighting can promote bad habits

2

that reduce proficiency and increase risks to the naval aviator and aircraft at sea.”

3

8.

The following is a description of the actual night flying environment at OLF

4
Coupeville.
5
6

9.

Washington State Route 20, the primary roadway on Whidbey Island, passes within

7

100 yards of the approach end of Runway 32 and continues at about a 15-degree angle to the runway

8

until just past the departure end of the runway. At that point, it makes a 90-degree turn to the left

9

until it is approximately aligned with the runway where it then makes a 90-degree turn to the right.

10

This road carries almost all the traffic from one end of the island to the other. At night it is a constant

11

stream of lights and provides every pilot with the visual cue as to exactly where the runway is

12
located.
13
14

10.

Once in the Runway 32 pattern, the Coupeville ferry landing provides a visual cue

15

for the 180-degree turn to line up for final approach. The final visual cue is the shoreline lights of

16

Admirals Cove, a waterfront community of several hundred homes.

17
18
19

11.

If the jets are flying the Runway 14 pattern, the Island Transit Station, a large

industrial bus terminal facility and business complex on Washington State Route 20, provides a
visual cue for the 180-degree turn to final approach. Then the second 90-degree turn of WA 20

20
21
22
23

indicates the location of the runway. After touchdown and gaining altitude, the shoreline lights of
Admirals Cove again indicate the initial left turn.
12.

OLF Coupeville does not meet the stated requirements for night flying, and in the

24

Captain’s own words “can promote bad habits that reduce proficiency and increase risks to the

25

naval aviator and aircraft at sea.”

26
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13.

In paragraph 19, Vice Admiral Miller states “In order to replicate the darkness of

the carrier at-sea, OLFs are sited in rural areas where cultural lighting is minimal and does not
provide artificial visual cues to the pilot that would reduce the fidelity of the simulation, and quality
of training.” However, OLF Coupeville does not meet this requirement for night flying training.

5
6

14.

In paragraph 20, Vice Admiral Miller states that “the training that takes place there

7

(NASWI) cannot be replicated anyplace else.” Vice Admiral Miller also states in paragraph 21:

8

“FCLP training cannot be sustained outside the NASWI complex.” These statements are simply

9

not true. To say that NASWI is the only location that can serve to train Navy Growler pilots in

10

flight carrier landings stretches credulity and demonstrates the unwillingness of the Navy to search

11

for the best solution for the people affected, the environment, and the Navy.

12
15.

Vice Admiral Miller also states in paragraph 21: “OLF Coupeville is custom

13
14

designed for Growler FCLP.” In fact, OLF Coupeville was designed in 1943, decades before the

15

first jet aircraft ever arrived at NASWI. The airfield was obviously designed for smaller, quieter

16

propeller driven aircraft. For example, the runways at the Coupeville OLF are significantly

17

undersized for modern jet aircraft. See the 1986 NASWI Master Plan at XI-22 (attached hereto as

18

Exhibit A) stating that “facilities at OLF Coupeville do not now meet criteria established for current

19

FCLP operations levels. The following improvements are required: a. Extend runways—Runway

20
21
22
23

14/32 from 5,400’ to 8,800’[.]” The runways at the Coupeville OLF have not been extended and
remain undersized.
16.

For these or other reasons, the Navy frequently conducts FCLP operations at bases

24

other than NASWI. See the Navy’s FOIA response attached hereto as Exhibit B, noting that the

25

number of “landings” must be doubled to get the number of operations and stating that the Navy

26

conducted off-Whidbey FCLP operations 8,498 times in 2015, 6,912 times in 2016, and 5,462
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1

times in 2017. By comparison, the Navy conducted FCLP operations at the Coupeville OLF 6,120

2

times in 2015, 6,120 times in 2016, and 5,804 times in 2017. GRR 60604 (FEIS Vol. 3 at C-833),

3

attached hereto as Exhibit C. That is, in 2015 there were 38% more FCLP operations at off-

4
Whidbey airfields than there were at the OLF, in 2016 there were 13% more FCLP operations off5
6
7
8

Whidbey than there were at the OLF, and in 2017 there were slightly more FCLP operations at the
OLF than at off-Whidbey airfields.
17.

Vice Admiral Miller also states in paragraph 21 that it is a requirement for FCLP

9

elevations to be below 1000 feet above sea level. But the determining factor for aircraft

10

performance is density altitude, not actual altitude above sea level. As stated in the Navy’s training

11

manual, NAVAVSCOLSCOM-SG-111 at 6:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

ALTITUDE MEASUREMENT Altitude is defined as the geometric height above a
given plane of reference. True altitude is the actual height above mean sea level.
Pressure altitude (PA) is the height above the standard datum plane. The standard
datum plane is the actual elevation at which the barometric pressure is 29.92 in Hg.
Since the standard datum plane is at sea level in the standard atmosphere, true
altitude will be equal to pressure altitude. Density altitude (DA) is the altitude in the
standard atmosphere where the air density is equal to local air density. It is found
by correcting pressure altitude for temperature and humidity deviations from the
standard atmosphere. In the standard atmosphere, density altitude is equal to
pressure altitude. But as temperature or humidity increase, the air becomes less
dense, with the effect that the actual air density at one altitude is equal to that of a
higher altitude on a standard day. A high DA indicates a low air density. Density
altitude is not used as a height reference, but as a predictor of aircraft performance.
A high DA will decrease the power produced by an engine because less oxygen is
available for combustion. It will also reduce the thrust produced by a propeller or
jet engine because fewer air molecules are available to be accelerated. The reduced
power and thrust will reduce an airplane’s acceleration and climb performance. A
high DA also requires a higher true airspeed for takeoff and landing and will
therefore increase takeoff and landing distances.

25
26
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18.

In fact, density altitude at the Coupeville OLF is further from that encountered in

the Persian Gulf (or the South China Sea) than any alternate airfield I have studied. See GRR
113554–55 (attached hereto as Exhibit D). Therefore, once again, OLF Coupeville does not provide

4
a realistic training environment for naval aircrews.
5
19.

6

Vice Admiral Miller also states in paragraph 21 that OLFs must be within 50 miles

7

of the home base. That appears to be an arbitrary number. Modern aircraft cruising at 450 knots

8

will cover 50 miles in 6 minutes 40 seconds. Increasing the radius to 100 miles, or more, seems

9

unlikely to present an excessive burden on Navy resources or the aircrews.

10
11
12

20.

In Paragraph 23, Vice Admiral Miller asserts that “NALF San Clemente Island off

the California coast does not have an Improved Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (IFLOLS)
or a painted simulated carrier landing area for day operations and flush deck lighting[.]” But the

13
14

MK 14 IFLOLS is a small, wheeled device that is easily moved. In fact, at the Coupeville OLF, the

15

Navy moves it from one end of the runway to the other depending on whether they are practicing

16

on Runway 32 or Runway 14. An image and description of the IFLOLS is attached hereto as Exhibit

17

E.

18
19

21.

The noise generated during low-level FCLP operations is extremely damaging to

the health of the population of Island County during a time of national crisis. Admiral Miller’s

20
21
22

failure to address the primary concern of our lawsuit demonstrates once again the unwillingness of
the Navy to try to limit, or even recognize, the damage they are causing to our communities. In this

23

time of crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic, entire families are confined to their homes and

24

have no relief from the constant bombardment of noise levels exceeding 110 decibels. We have no

25

idea how long we will be expected to practice self-isolation in our homes. It will be many weeks

26
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